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Paul’s talks are both practical and enjoyable. He 
brings Learning & Development to life with stories 
from living/working around the world. Elephants, 
cheetahs, mountains, mechanics. . . they all make 
an appearance in the inspiring tales that Paul tells 
from the stage.

He reduces L&D theory down to practical ideas, tips and tools, then communicates these 
in a way that everyone can apply immediately and get better results for themselves and 
their organisations.

When you book Paul, the result is powerful learning, powerfully delivered for your audi-
ence, whether that’s in a keynote speech or a conference seminar.

“I don’t care about  
the applause; I care  
about the results.”

 See his showreel here: https://paul-matthews.com/speaker/

• Informal learning

• Learning transfer

• Performance consultancy

• The three L&D elephants and L&D strategy

• How L&D can help businesses achieve their 

targets. . . and much more.

For an informal discussion about a session to suit your event,  
or to check Paul’s availability, get in touch:

 +44(0)1908 325 167  hello@paul-matthews.com

Book Paul for a high impact, motivating talk on:

https://paul-matthews.com/speaker/
mailto:hello%40paul-matthews.com?subject=hello


AUTHOR
Paul’s leading-edge thinking has been captured in three books: 

• Informal Learning at Work: How to Boost Performance in Tough Times

• Capability at Work: How to Solve the Performance Puzzle

• Learning Transfer at Work: How to Ensure Training >> Performance. 

WORKSHOPS AND INTERNAL EVENTS
Paul also hosts workshops for senior people on topics including learning transfer, em-
ployee capability, L&D strategy and performance consultancy.

VIDEOS
See a selection of useful videos here: https://paul-matthews.com/videos/

TESTIMONIALS

“A brilliant L&D expert speaker who always gets great feedback. This year  
we asked Paul to step in for a keynote speaker at the World of Learning  

Conference who had to pull out at the last minute. Paul had less than 24 hours  
to prepare but was able to produce a great presentation that attracted  

a large audience. The delegates were very happy!”

Tracy Shah, Director, Venture Marketing Group Limited

“Get Paul Matthews for more presentations. He was EXCELLENT!! Informative 
and entertaining. Provided information we need to be able to explain to our 

stakeholders before embarking on any training plan development.  
It left me with lots to think about. . . ”

Instructional Designer | HR Systems & Solutions

“I really enjoyed your seminar at World of Learning. I’d actually been on a 2-day 
course about performance-based consultation the week before and found  

that I got so much more out of your 30 minute seminar  
than the full 2-day course!”

Rebecca Pooley, Learning Specialist | npower Business

 See Paul’s showreel here: https://paul-matthews.com/speaker/
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